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Figure 1: (a) A single video frame from a capture of a real world crowd exiting a stadium through a tunnel. The converging flows constrain the motion of spectators and lead to regions of high density. (b) The pedestrian simulation generated using our algorithm, DenseSense; it maintains the speed/density relationships observed in the real world video.

Abstract
We present a novel algorithm to model density-dependent behaviors in crowd simulation. Our approach aims to generate pedestrian trajectories that correspond to the speed/density relationships that are typically expressed using the Fundamental Diagram. The algorithm’s formulation can be easily combined with well-known multi-agent simulation techniques that use social forces or reciprocal velocity obstacles for local navigation. Our approach results in better utilization of free space by the pedestrians and has a small computational overhead. We are able to generate human-like dense crowd behaviors in large indoor and outdoor environments; we validate our results by comparing them with captured crowd trajectories.

1. Introduction

The problem of simulating realistic movement and behavior of crowds is important in many applications, including computer animation, games, pedestrian dynamics, virtual reality, etc. Crowd simulation has been extensively studied and a variety of techniques and models have been proposed to generate plausible, human-like crowd behaviors. Many of these models are based on multi-agent simulation, in which motion trajectories are computed for each individual agent in a crowd. There exists a subset of multi-agent algorithms that decompose the trajectory computation problem into two phases: global planning and local navigation. The global planner computes a path through the environment towards the current goal position of each agent while avoiding collisions with the static obstacles. The local navigation techniques take into account the path computed via the global planner and locally modify the trajectory to avoid collisions with dynamic obstacles or other agents in the environment. Collectively, this class of simulators will be referred to as...
Global-Local Planners (GLP) and such combinations are frequently used [HFV00, CSS10, PAB07, Rey99, OPOD10, VGLM09, POO’09].

A key issue in these simulations of pedestrian movement is crowd density, which is typically measured in terms of average number of agents per square meter. Many studies in psychology, biomechanics, pedestrian dynamics and traffic management have indicated that pedestrian movement is sensitive to crowd density [IRTL81, Dea65, GLRM05, SSKB05, ZKSS11, ZKSS12]; as the density increases, the travel speed of each agent tends to decrease. This phenomenon is called the Fundamental Diagram.

In this paper, we address the problem of modeling these crowd behaviors governed by crowd density; which we term density-dependent behaviors. Although human crowds do slow down in the presence of high densities, some of the well known local navigation algorithms based on social forces and reciprocal velocity obstacles do not exhibit such behaviors.

Main Results

We present DenseSense, a novel approach for density modeling that can generate realistic density-dependent behaviors and result in good space utilization. Our approach offers the following benefits:

- The speed and density relationship in the crowd movements computed by our algorithm adhere to the Fundamental Diagram.
- Our approach is general and doesn’t make any assumptions about any global planning algorithm or local navigation technique.
- The computational overhead of our density-dependent filter is low and we can simulate hundreds of agents at interactive rates on a single core.
- The density-dependent filters result in smoother trajectories and also reduce the number of collisions between the agents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We give a brief overview of the state of the art in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the details of our density dependent filter and the overall crowd simulation algorithm. We highlight its performance in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we analyze the model’s strengths and weaknesses.

2. Related Work

In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work in crowd simulation and global and local planning.

Global trajectory planning includes a number of methods including navigation meshes, roadmaps and potential fields [LaV06], etc. Some work has been done to adapt these structures to dynamic obstacles [SGA’07]. Other techniques instead model congestion at the global level and compute paths that simply avoid these dense regions [GCC’10, HvdB13, GNL13].

Local navigation methods include force-based [HFV00, CSS10, PAB07], rules-based [Rey99], vision-based [OPOD10], and velocity-space-based [VGLM09, POO’09] techniques. Recent models handle congestion by using global data structures for path computation [CM12] or physical forces [KGM13].

Density and crowd behaviors are closely related. Some prior crowd simulation algorithms sought to adhere to the Fundamental Diagram [LJK’12, HvdB13, GNL13]. Other models exist that do not fit the Global-Local class paradigm. One such model is the continuum model [NGCL09, TCP06], which treats humans as samples of a continuous medium. The notion of crowd densities and pedestrian motion has also been studied in other disciplines. Biomechanists have studied both personal space and the human gait at an individual level [IRTL81, Dea65]. There is extensive work in pedestrian dynamics on exploring the relationship between speed and density [SSKB05, ZKSS11, ZKSS12, CM12]. Our algorithm builds on many of these ideas.

3. Density-dependent Behavior

In this section, we present density-dependent filters and combine them with well-known local navigation algorithms.

First, we introduce some of the notation and terminology used in the rest of the paper. In our crowd simulation algorithm, agents are modeled as two-dimensional disks with the following common state: \( \mathbf{r}, \mathbf{p}, \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{v}_c, \mathbf{v}_0 \), where \( \mathbf{r} \) is the radius of the disk, \( \mathbf{p} \), \( \mathbf{v} \), and \( \mathbf{v}_0 \) are two-dimensional vectors representing the current position, current velocity and the input velocity generated by the global planner, respectively. By convention \( \mathbf{v}_c \) and \( \mathbf{v}_0 \) are the current speed and the input speed generated by the global planner. We use subscripts to denote a particular agent \( i \), such as \( r_i \) and \( v^i_0 \).

3.1. Fundamental Diagram

The Fundamental Diagram is the observed relationship between pedestrian speed and density; as density increases, speed decreases. Many prior crowd simulation algorithms tend to reduce the speed of the agents through bottlenecks [GCC’10, HFV00]. However, this is largely a function of the reduced flow capacity of the environment, rather than the Fundamental Diagram. The Fundamental Diagram does not depend on specific environmental configurations; it corresponds to a relationship between the density and speed.

3.1.1. Physiological and Psychological Components

Our model incorporates two factors: a physiological and a psychological component. The physiological component is based on the biomechanical principle that stride length and walking speed are inherently linked [IRTL81]. The relationship [Dea65] is defined by a “stride factor” parameter (\( \alpha \)). It
relates a person’s stride length ($L$) and walking speed ($v$) as:

$$L(v) = \frac{H}{\alpha} \sqrt{v},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $H = \text{height}/1.72$ m is a height-normalizing constant.

The psychological component models the complex concept of personal space. Our model includes a “stride buffer” parameter ($\beta$) that reflects a preference for personal space [GLRM05]. As the stride buffer increases, an agent requires more space to walk comfortably at a given speed. We use a linear combination of the physiological and psychological components to yield a function that determines the natural walking speed ($V$) for the available space ($S$) in front of an agent:

$$V(S) = \alpha \frac{S}{H(1 + \beta)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\alpha$ is the stride factor as defined by [Dea65] and $\beta$ is the stride buffer.

**Space-estimation:** Seyfried et al. [SSKB05] performed one-dimensional experiments on the Fundamental Diagram and observed that the 1D density was related to the 2D expectations defined by Weidmann [Wei93] by a scale factor equal to the inverse of the individual’s width. We employ this observation in our model of space estimation by computing the local 2D density and then using Seyfried et al.’s method to map it to the scalar “space” value used in (2).

### 3.2. DenseSense

We introduce a density-dependent filter, DenseSense, that can be used to produce human-like density responses. DenseSense can be integrated with any Global-Local Planner (GLP) based model.

GLP based models use a global planner to plan a path through the static environment. The path is used to generate immediate goals which are communicated to the local planner as preferred velocities - velocities in the direction of an immediate goal, at a user-defined “preferred” speed. The local navigation scheme selects a viable velocity based on the preferred velocity and the local dynamic conditions (i.e. nearby obstacles and agents). DenseSense acts as an interface between the global planner and the local navigation module, as shown in Figure 2. It seeks to reduce the mismatch between the global planner and the local planner by seamlessly adapting the preferred velocities generated by the global planner to local dynamic conditions. This results in smoother trajectories, reduced agent-agent collisions and realistic agent behavior.

At each step, our algorithm computes an arc centered at the input velocity from the global planner. It chooses a velocity from this arc that minimizes the cost function (9) while respecting the FD constraints. Finally, the density filter communicates this velocity to the local planner as the new preferred velocity for collision avoidance.

#### 3.2.1. Agent Density Computation

Given an agent $i$ and unit vector $\hat{v}_i^0$ offset from the agent’s input velocity $\vec{v}_i^0$ by an angle $\theta$, we define a point $\vec{q}_i^0$ that lies one meter ahead along $\hat{v}_i^0$. We use a Gaussian density function to determine the contribution of each neighboring agent to the density at $\vec{q}_i^0$. It is well known that humans exhibit an elliptical personal space, with a preference for space in front [GLRM05]. To model the personal space of agent $i$, we transform the relative positions of $i$’s neighbors anisotropically, causing agents in front to have a greater contribution to density than those to the side (shown in (5) and (6)). Thus, the density of neighboring agents at $\vec{q}_i^0$ is:

$$\rho_i^0 = \sum_j \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} e^{-\frac{|\vec{q}_i^0 - \vec{q}_j|}{2\sigma^2}} \hspace{1cm} j \neq i,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\vec{q}_i^0 = \vec{p}_i + \hat{v}_i^0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$d_{ij}^0 = 2.5(d_{ij} - d_{ij}^0) + d_{ij}^0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$d_{ij}^0 = (d_{ij} - \hat{v}_i^0 \cdot \vec{v}_j^0).$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

#### 3.2.2. Effect of Obstacles on Density Computation

The presence of obstacles restricts the agent’s available space and effectively increases the local density. We compute this impact by defining a local region ($\Omega_i$), centered on the agent, and determine the weighted percentage of that region accessible to the agent. We consider regions close to the agent more important than those at the far boundaries of the domain. We compute the free space for an agent at $\vec{q}$ by solving the integral:

$$FS_q = \int w(x)C(x),$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $C(x)$ is 1 if $x$ is accessible by the agent and 0 if not.

The effective density used in DenseSense computation for a point $\vec{q}_i^0$ is the agent density $\rho_i^0$ scaled by the inverse of the free space available at $\vec{q}_i^0$.

$$\rho_i^0 = \frac{1}{FS(\vec{q}_i^0)} \rho_i^0$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)
3.2.3. Agent's Response to Density

An agent $i$ with width $w_i$ chooses $\theta$ such that it minimizes the distance to the goal $g_i$ with respect to time period $\tau$:

$$\arg\min_\theta \| g_i - (p_i + v_i^{FD} \tau) \|,$$

where $v_i^{FD}$ represents the Fundamental Diagram adherent velocity which can be computed as:

$$v_i^{FD} = \frac{\theta}{||v_i^\theta||} V(p_i^\theta/w_i).$$

Finally, $v_i^{FD}$ is provided as the preferred velocity to the local planner. We refer the reader to [NBC14] for illustrations and expansion.

3.3. DenseSense Augmented Models

Our use of density-dependent filters is orthogonal to the choice of global and local planners. To illustrate this generality, as well as DenseSense’s efficacy, we have applied it to several local planners. The simulators all share the same global planner, which is a navigation mesh. In particular, we demonstrate how our approach can be combined with two widely used local navigation algorithms: social forces (SF) [HFV00] and optimal reciprocal collision avoidance (ORCA) [VGLM09]. Henceforth, we will refer to the DenseSense augmented models as D-SF and D-ORCA respectively.

ORCA: Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) applies geometric optimization techniques in velocity space. Avoiding collision simply requires selecting a velocity which does not lie within the reciprocal velocity obstacle set for each agent. ORCA’s [VGLM09] unique formulation defines the velocity obstacles as half planes. The set of velocities that are permitted for an agent with respect to all other agents is the intersection of the half planes of permitted velocities induced by each other agent.

Social Forces (SF): The social force (SF) paradigm treats the crowd as a collection of mass particles. Newtonian-like physics is applied to the system to evolve the trajectories of the agents. At each time step, the superposition of various forces are computed for each agent, ultimately determining a viable velocity by imparting acceleration on the agent.

4. Results

In this section, we highlight the performance of our algorithm in different scenarios. Furthermore, we validate the results by comparing the simulated results with real-world data. In addition to generating density-dependent behaviors, our formulation also results in smoother trajectories and results in fewer agent-agent collisions as compared to prior methods. We base our implementation on the open-source, crowd-simulation framework, Menge [CBM14]. Menge provides a framework for global-local planning crowd simulators into which we inserted the DenseSense filter.

4.1. Validation

We validate the performance of our model in three reproductions of live pedestrian experiments. For each experiment, we report adherence to the Fundamental Diagram and indicators of trajectory smoothness based on SF, D-SF, ORCA and D-ORCA.

4.1.1. Two Dimensional, Uni-Directional Flow

Zhang et al. [ZKSS11] performed experiments of uni-directional flow in a corridor. The authors performed multiple iterations of the experiment, varying the flow into the corridor and the flow out of the corridor to control the observed density in the measurement region inside the corridor. Figure 3(a) shows the Fundamental Diagram results for ORCA, D-ORCA, SF and D-SF. Its easy to see that both ORCA and SF marginally reduce speeds at high densities. This is due to the constraints on the flow out of the corridor. However, with DenseSense, agents reduce speeds due to an increase in density.

4.1.2. Two-dimensional, Bi-directional Flow

Following the uni-directional flow experiment, Zhang et al. also examined bi-directional flow [ZKSS12]. The Fundamental Diagram results can be seen in Figure 3(b). SF exhibited a reduction in speed, but with a profile inconsistent of that observed with pedestrians. In contrast, ORCA exhibited relatively constant speeds irrespective of density. However, with the application of DenseSense, both models exhibited density sensitivity consistent with that observed in the pedestrian data.

4.1.3. Stadium

Seyfried et al. [BKS12] performed experiments on the complex flow of a crowd exiting a soccer stadium. They recorded the trajectories of 300 spectators as they made their way toward a predetermined exit tunnel. Figure 3(c) depicts the Fundamental Diagram, computed at the entrance of the tunnel, for this dataset. It is easy to see the success of DenseSense at effectively modeling the distinctive flow patterns in this complex scenario. In contrast, both ORCA and SF agents achieve significantly high densities and exhibit little or no response to density.

4.2. Applications

Aside from modeling real-world data, we also tested the capabilities of our model on a number of additional scenarios, see [NBC14] for more details. In each scenario, agents under D-SF and D-ORCA exhibited smoother trajectories and fewer collisions than their SF and ORCA counterparts.
Figure 3: Fundamental diagram for SF, D-SF, ORCA, D-ORCA for the three experiments (a) The uni-directional 2D flow experiment in [ZKSS11] (b) The bi-directional flow experiment in [ZKSS12] and (c) The stadium experiment [BKS12]. Agents in both D-ORCA and D-SF exhibit a human-like sensitivity to high densities and conform to the Fundamental Diagram.

4.3. Trajectory Smoothness

We illustrate our model’s impact on trajectory smoothness by plotting trajectories of a small sample of agents (see Figure 4). We performed a baseline simulation using SF with a time step of 0.0625 s (middle). In addition, we simulated D-SF at the same time step (left) and SF at a 0.0001 s time step (right). The baseline trajectories are chaotic. Reducing the time step by a factor of 62.5 improved smoothness, but introducing DenseSense produced the smoothest trajectories, even at the larger time step.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel crowd simulation algorithm based on density-dependent filters to generate human-like crowd flows. Our approach is applicable to a large number of GLP multi-agent algorithms that use a combination of local and global planners, and can generate realistic density-dependent behaviors. The computational overhead of DenseSense is relatively small, and the resulting approach generates smoother trajectories with fewer collisions [NBC*14]. Furthermore, the introduction of DenseSense requires no changes to either the global or local navigation components.

Figure 4: DenseSense’s impact on trajectory smoothness. Trajectories of five, sampled SF agents under three simulation paradigms: with D-SF at 16 Hz (left), SF at 16 Hz (middle), and SF at 1000 Hz (right). D-SF exhibited the smoothest trajectories.

5.1. Limitations and Future Work

The potential impact of DenseSense depends on how sensitive the local planner is to the preferred velocity. The benefit of DenseSense may be diminished in scenarios where global density-dependent navigation techniques are already used. In future work, we will investigate the application of DenseSense at the meso-scale so as to allow agents to ac-
count for sudden changes in density. Furthermore, we plan to augment DenseSense with other psychological factors which may play a vital role in modeling dense heterogeneous crowds.
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